Firm Ground vs Soft Ground Football Boots: Who Wins The Title for
Better Performance?
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With so many options on the market right now, there’s more to buying football boots
(http://www.sportsdirect.com/mens/mens-football-boots) these days than simple picking the brand, colour
and style. The majority of major sports brands who are serious about their range offer multiple versions
of boots for both firm ground and soft ground football, so which is better for playing?
SportsDirect.com, leading online retailer asked their fans which type of football boot they preferred to
play in, with the majority opting for a firm ground boot for all types of playing. Whilst many SG (soft
ground) options such as the adidas predator LZ XTRX boots come with a mixture of both moulded and
removable studs for pitch variations, FG (firm ground) football boots such as the Nike Mercurial Vapour
VIII come with classic bladed studs for better traction.
Some fans of the FG boots commented that it is ‘easier to run’ even on soft ground, making the FG
boots the ideal football boots for playing on any pitch, however some fans aren’t a fan of FG boots
when it comes to tackling. Of those asked, 90% of fans preferred the FG boot, but those who preferred the
SG boots stated their reasons as they are ‘ideal for all the muddy pitches’.
To view the full range of firm ground and soft ground football boots, log on to www.sportsdirect.com
(http://www.sportsdirect.com/) today, or join the debate via their official Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/SportsDirectUK) and Twitter (https://twitter.com/SportsDirectUK) pages online
right now.
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